DRILL SUPPORT TRUCKS

EXPERIENCE THAT’S
DRIVING A NEW ERA
IN VEHICLE ENGINEERING
At Shermac, we’ve been engineering and
manufacturing custom service vehicles and water
cartage vehicles for Australia’s mining, civil and
construction sectors since 2002.
We’ve earned a deserved reputation for
excellence among heavy industry and government
organisations alike. But it’s not purely the quality,
reliability and functionality of our high-performance
vehicles that have driven our ongoing growth and
the evolution of our range.
Nor is it simply our design, engineering and
manufacturing expertise.
It’s more fundamental than that.
Listening, evolving, solving.
The most crucial skill in our proven engineering
process is the ability to listen and build
relationships.
This is what underpins our expertise in designing
and delivering cost-effective, quality-assured
solutions that drive performance capacity and add
tangible operational and strategic value.
It’s the foundation of our global sourcing and
procurement network, which gives our clients
access to the largest range of high quality products
at the lowest fleet and bulk-purchasing prices.
And it’s why we now have three distinct divisions,
each dedicated to meeting the unique needs of
different industries across Australia.
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MORE TAILORED
MORE COST-EFFECTIVE
Unlike some vehicle suppliers, we don’t simply stock and sell. At Shermac, we create tailored
solutions and custom-designed vehicles. We firmly believe that it’s the only way to provide the best
value for money and performance in the field.
With the needs of every drill support vehicle being different, Shermac specialises in offering the
perfect solution by designing and building custom support trucks to satisfy our clients’ needs, right
down to the smallest of detail.
We’ll first consult with you to establish your strategic, operational and budgetary requirements,
then build the ideal solution - saving you time, money and stress.

Contact us to discuss
YOUR unique requirements!
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PERFORMANCE, RELIABILITY, FLEXIBILITY
Our drill support trucks are built to handle any challenge custom designed and extensively tested to ensure they
perform, even in the harshest and most remote environments.
Shermac’s unique tilting rod beds, and tank design integrity
set us apart from our competitors. We take particular care to
ensure the work site specifications and safety standards are
met.
Whatever your truck configuration, and wherever you are in
Australia - we’ll design and engineer a drill support solution for
to meet your exact requirements.
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USABILITY
Our drill support truck bodies are
ergonomically designed to be easy to use
and maintain, with useful features such as
hydraulic tilting rod beds, and reliable
dispensing equipment, making life easier for
operators.

FLEXIBILITY
Based on our consultation with you, we’ll
design and manufacture your drill support
truck, ensuring it’s built for purpose, so you
know it’s perfectly equipped to meet any
challenge in the field.

SAFETY
All of our trucks are built to Australian
Standards and are packed with safety
features such as fire extinguishers,
emergency stops, safety railing, stairs and
walkways, and non slip grating - making
safe, reliable operation.

RELIABILITY
Every element in every truck we design has
been engineered to perform with heavy-duty
use in the harshest conditions.

Contact us to discuss
YOUR unique requirements!
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WATER TANKS
Tank capacities are designed and
adjusted to optimise truck carrying
capacities and requirements of the clients’
operation. Tanks are segmented and
individually spring mounted to the frame to
provide integrity. Options include a top fill
funnel, water level indicator and bottom fill
point for ground level filling.

DIESEL TANKS
The diesel storage tanks on Shermac’s drill
support trucks come with a number of
options of dispensing equipment, hose reels,
nozzles and fuel metres - all depending on
the client’s capacities and requirements.

ROD BEDS
The rod beds on Shermac’s support trucks
are built to suit your purpose. Options
include left and right drill rod beds with
hydraulic tilting base for rod direction
control, remote hydraulic controls and rated
tie down points on each rod bed.
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LIGHTING
Configure the lighting solution that’s right for
your operations. We offer LED lighting to
illuminate rod beds, work area and railing,
LED high and low level tail lights, rotating
beacons and flag pole illumination, all
controlled from the main cabin.

REAR TRAY
These versatile heavy-duty support vehicles
can be built for a number of purposes - such
as for an air truck, storage, general cartage
and can also include container twist locks
and tie down points.

STORAGE
All of our trucks maximise storage space,
with options such as lockable toolboxes,
underbody storage, and mesh cages.

Contact us to discuss
YOUR unique requirements!
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PAINT
Specify your vehicle’s colour. We blast and
paint using a quality two-pack paint
system internally and externally, with optional
corrosion protection systems for operation in
corrosive site conditions.

MINE-SPEC
Each drill support unit can be configured
to the level of mine specification required.
Among these options include ROPS/FOPS,
reflective tape, safety and warning signs,
wheel chocks, flag poles, wheel nut tension
indicators and additional fire extinguishers.

SPARE WHEEL CARRIER
We understand having a spare tyre on board
is an important requirement. From underbody spare tyre carriers to hydraulic spare
wheel carriers with hydraulic lift mechanisim
- the choice is yours.
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STAIRS & WALKWAYS
Access platforms, safety railing and stairways
are fitted for access to top of the tank and
rod rack area to ensure safe operation.

CRANE
Cranes to your specified lifting requirements
can be mounted on the tray body with
options for stability control, radio remote
control and hydraulic stabiliser legs.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
We provide a range of additional options,
that enable you to create the perfect
customized support vehicle. Among these
include poly pipe reels, access platforms,
removable water tanks and gravel hoppers
with a controllable chute to feed gravel into
the desired location.

Contact us to discuss
YOUR unique requirements!
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MORE PRODUCTION TIME
FROM YOUR EQUIPMENT

WHY WE EXIST
Help our customers’ businesses to be more
productive

HOW WE DO IT
Supplying products that are effective, efficient,
safe, and easy to use.

WHAT WE DO
Purpose built support vehicles for mining and civil
construction work sites

Shermac Group Pty Ltd
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